
My Sweet Marie ….

It is with heavy heart, a lump in my throat, and tears in my eyes, that I have to
inform you that my Loving Wife Marie has passed away today. She is now
resting in peace in the hands of the Lord. As a committed organ donor, they
are now preparing to harvest Marie's healthy heart, liver, kidneys, and tissue to
save as many as 8 other living souls. Fr. Calin, a Catholic priest, gave the
sacrament of Last Rites to Marie along with a beautiful service and prayers to
about 15 family and friends holding hands around Marie.

I write this because, for me, it's easier and more fulfilling to get this out.
Besides I can't sleep more than 2 hours and it's 4 in the morning.

On Wednesday at 3:30, Marie had a massive stroke while Marie and I were at
the Doctor's office. We were there to find out why Marie was having a really
bad migraine and some speech problems that started on Saturday. While in his
office her right side started getting numb and terrible pain in her head. In 3
minutes she was unconscious and the paramedics were on their way. We were
only a thousand feet away from the Camarillo hospital. A cat scan showed a
very serious bleeding in two parts of the brain. She was sedated, ventilated,
and transferred to St John's in Oxnard where a neurosurgeon ran a MRI and
was prepared for surgery. The doctor said damage was massive and
irreversible. The neurosurgeon could not explain why it happened or what went
wrong without an autopsy which would negate the possibility of donating her
organs. Marie had no history of hypertension, high blood pressure, or other
diseases other than a lifetime of migraines and a family history of strokes at a
much later age.

Marie was always a worrier and put everyone's needs ahead of hers. She had
struggled for 2 months helping her mother, Virginia, prepare for, and recover
from colon cancer surgery. Virginia has been in & out of the hospital 3 times
and is still in very serious condition. Virginia is on the 3rd floor while Marie
passed away on the 2nd floor. Excuse me if I put a comma where a period
should be, they look the same with a layer of tears in my eyes. The doctors
and social workers helped prepare Marie's brother Buddy and I to break the
news to Virginia who took it pretty well. We did get to wheel Virginia down to
see Marie yesterday while she lay there peacefully and breathing on the
ventilator. She had 45 minutes to spend with her only daughter. We now pray
that Virginia continues to have the strength and willpower to live.

It will be hard to bridge the tremendous cavern Marie's departure is leaving in
my life. It's been 39 years of a beautiful marriage, and actually 40 years almost
to the day we meet on the night shift at Conrac. I asked Buddy, her brother to
introduce me to his nice looking sister. Her dad and uncle also worked at



Conrac. They were a little leery to let Marie get on the back of this guy's
motorcycle, but soon Glenn & Virginia bought a big Honda, and we had many
extended and very memorable trips together with my sister Mary and my
brother Tim. At one point we had 5 motorcycles in my family ,,, me, my Dad,
and brothers Tom, Tim, and Jeff.

Marie spent her entire life caring for, and spending time for the needs of others.
For many years she did volunteer work for the Camarillo Convalescent
Hospital and Braille Institute for the Blind. Marie always had the biggest supply
of first aid needs in our camper, and many, many times wrapped the wounds of
me, my brothers, dad, nephews and friends as we scraped and broke parts of
our body's riding in the deserts and mountains. Marie missed her calling by not
taking up a nurse's career. Marie was not assertive and always underestimated
her knowledge and skill levels. She had an awesome memory for names,
dates, ages and events. I was the analytical guy and could figure out why
something wouldn't work right for her, but never let me down when I'd ask
'where did we put that gismo last year, I can't find it. In two minutes, Marie
would have it there for me. In hindsight now, I believe Marie must have had the
first stroke about 9 months ago because she had a really bad migraine for two
days and later lost just a little of the razor sharp memory. We both passed it off
as another senior moment and just growing old.

Now I ask for everyone's love and prayers for Marie and a successful organ
donor procedure. It will now take an additional 24-26 hours to line up the organ
recipients. The One Legacy Organization (dot org) tells us many organs end up
overseas for our fighting men and women. In about 2-3 months they will send
me a letter describing the results of the successful transplant recipients.

May God's Love and peace be with you,
Bill

Ps, if Marie was here now, I would have her proofread this for spelling and
grammar, and fix all the dyslectic screw ups that Word spell check can't catch.
Oh, my! I miss Marie a lot.

Bill & Marie

My Our Location
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=1103907387
17007253236.000456689b161870370a8&t=h&z=19


